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THE GARDEN
by Zach Murphy

The wildflowers wilt over their own feet as I trudge through the dusty,
jaded soil. One of my legs is broken. My mouth is parched. And my
stripes burn. 

I wonder if the workers before me dealt with this kind of heat. I
wonder if the workers after me will suffer even more. I wonder if
there will even be workers after me. 

The honey isn’t so sweet here anymore. The dream has melted
away. This planet is no longer my garden. 

As I use my last shred of will to drive my stinger into the wrinkled
ground, I pray that my final moments will be graced with a cool
breeze.

Zach Murphy is a Hawaii-born writer with a background in cinema. His stories appear in Mystery
Tribune, Ghost City Review, Spelk Fiction, Levitate, Yellow Medicine Review, Red Planet Magazine,

Crêpe & Penn, Ellipsis Zine, Wilderness House Literary Review, Drunk Monkeys, and Flash: The
International Short-Short Story Magazine. He lives with his wonderful wife Kelly in St. Paul,

Minnesota. 
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LIFE AFTER ROSWELL
by Colin Newton

 It was exactly one month and eight days after the federal
government revealed that aliens existed and had been in contact
with humans since the middle of the 20th century that Burton Bellows
burned his UFO memorabilia. It had been a wet winter, now sliding
into the swamp of spring, so there was no reason to roll out the
Webber for a few months. Still, Burton found himself, trance-like,
pushing the little black grill into his enclosed backyard and cleaning it
enough to accept a new payload. 
 Under the bland sky he loaded old magazines for ufology
enthusiasts into the barbecue's undercarriage and hosed them down
with lighter fluid. This would be his charcoal. Once he'd gotten a fire
going, plastic figurines of spindly alien grays went on next. After that
was a T-shirt with a familiar saucer and the words “I Want to Believe”
displayed in white SWAT team letters. Finally, there was a coffee mug
with the word “ROSWELL” composed in 1950s diner writing. He stared
into the thick smoke, considering neither the cocktail of plastics he
was probably inhaling nor the appropriately saucer shape of the
Webber. 
 Within an hour, the items had been reduced to greasy ash,
except for the mug, which was merely obscured into a charred thing
that was still shaped like a mug but would never be used to carry
coffee again. The notion that burning garbage was almost certainly
illegal never even crossed his mind. 

 Burton had never set out to be social at Campus, where he
worked in human resources. Campus was a tech company that was
located in a part of the Bay Area that not everyone agreed was a
part of the Bay Area.  Burton talked professionally to his coworkers
at the office and attended some scant social functions put on by his
department. However, any hopes of being asked to go bar crawling
with his coworkers on Fridays went out the door after his wife was
gone. For a little more than a month he was silent and withdrawn,
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but he emerged from his malaise after a holiday weekend with a new
hobby. 
 During one of the downtime lulls at work that are paradoxically
imperceptible until you fill them, Burton approached Sam, who
managed something somewhere between HR and customer service. 
 “What do you know about missing time?” he asked. 
 “Like, someone at work?” 
 “No. Alien abductions.” 
 Burton's question was posed politely but without context. Sam
was the kind of person who took on more work than asked yet
always finished, who threatened to end each day with a stiff cocktail
but never did. Initially just surprised Burton was talking again, Sam
blinked. “Uh, like, from movies and stuff?”
 The light in the office was augmented by daylight lurking in
through oversize windows, the uniformly flat and dully bright interior
of a photographer's studio.  
 “No, ones that actually happen,” Burton said. “Sometimes people
just disappear, you know? For days at a time or for good.” 
 “Uh...”
 “I was reading up on this over the weekend. I know it sounds
sort of crazy, and I'm not saying every moment missing is an
abduction, but some of it makes sense. Maybe enough of it. There
are gaps, you know?” 
 This became the day, in Sam's retelling, that everything
changed. How true that is will always be up to debate. But however
slow the trip from interested party to true believer took, and whether
the seeds of devotee were planted in an impressionable childhood
movie theater or over a long and dark weekend, this became the
day everything changed at Campus. This was the day Burton became
“that alien guy.” 
 It didn't take office gossip to spread Burton's new identity. He
took care of that himself. Shortly after his introduction with Sam, this
new Burton started finding ways to steer any non-professional
discussion toward a certain set of topics. He was caught up on
“Ancient Aliens,” but otherwise his knowledge of what to stream
seemed woefully out of step. Meeting with sci fi fans at after work
functions became an opportunity for him to talk about what an
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actual extraterrestrial might look like. People became tight-lipped
when he said he was going out for lunch. The day he cornered an
intern in the kitchenette to deliver a lecture on crop circles took on
the status of legend.  
 This was not yet the Burton who burned his T-shirt. This was a
Burton who maintained a button-up shirt at work, but his
cold-weather undershirts started to sport the flat faces of alien grays.
When his pant cuffs crept up after sitting too long, little green heads
were splattered on his socks. And there was the ROSWELL mug.
Burton, never a coffee drinker, brought it to work one day and filled it
with monogrammed pencils that he kept at his desk and never used. 
 He even started running a blog, which for many was the final
straw. It would be one thing to wear an unusual shirt or bring neon
green inflatables with pointed black eyes to the pool for the
company's summer outing. These could be waved away with irony
or cynicism. But once you were frequently updating a blog, you were
communing with unseen forces on a regular basis. 
 Burton continued to develop his identity. No one knew what
was more remarkable—that he kept it up or that he never left the
company. So when the government dropped the big news in a
tangle of declassified documents, when a stunned CNN and Gizmodo
could only repeat press releases, when the Wall Street Journal and
National Geographic tried to add cultural commentary and the
underground journalistic economy—Coast to Coast AM's blog leading
the weird charge—repeated a mantra of “we told you so,” everyone
dreaded Burton's ensuing reaction. But it never came. And his blog
was strangely silent. 
 The morning after the government made its announcement,
Burton didn't even show up for work. No one thought to call him, nor
was it necessary since he appeared the next day, although he was
late and had dressed in an ill-fitting blue sweatsuit. 
 “Of course he's late,” Kelly, a technical writer, noted once
Burton passed through the hall. “He was probably partying all night
with his glow-in-the-dark buddies.” Kelly, who was taller than you'd
expect someone named Kelly to be, had a theory on everything. 
 “He's probably just pissed he doesn't get to be the only one
any more,” Kelly offered the following week, when Burton still hadn't
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said anything about beings from another world. “It's not like he ever
was, but he was here.” Everyone who heard the pronouncement
assumed it was true, or at least they didn't bother to challenge it. 
 This wasn't the Burton who barbecued his memorabilia. Not yet.
 Now that the intergalactic cat was out of the bag, a colorful
new set of theories began to emerge online. It wasn't the what but
the why—why now and why this information? Most people assumed
that an administration rather infamous for sloppy leaks had released
the information either zealously in an effort at awkward transparency
or had done it entirely by mistake. However, there were some who
were not so sure. There had to be something else, greater or more
esoteric, at work. A stubborn few suggested the reveal was
distracting from an even darker national secret, but when pressed
they couldn't point out a single one. 
 Burton didn't engage in any of this speculation. He wasn't alone.
If anything, he was ahead of the curve. Within a few weeks, the news
cycle had spun on. There were always threats of war, political
scandals and celebrities waiting to die. CNN and Gizmodo expressed a
familiar confusion at rogue social media posts, and the Wall Street
Journal and National Geographic sought culture in cats. 

 People at Campus eventually stopped noticing when Burton
wasn't trying to be part of the lunch crowd or putting in an
appearance at company weekend retreats to rock walls and pizza
making classes. While the other employees would hit the local bar
scene for their Friday release, Burton would drive into the city and
locate a bar in the Sunset or Excelsior districts. He never used the
same bar twice in a row. In fact, he never used the same bar more
than once a month or so, trusting time and employee turnover to
keep him anonymous. 
 He would never drink more than beer—whatever was cheapest
and in bottles—but he found himself drinking a few more than he
used to, and his departures continued creeping closer to closing time.
He favored back booths with Formica tables so tight against the vinyl
seats that no one else would fit. One night, in a bar where the lights
stained everything pink and blue, and the throbbing music obscured
any sound, he chanced the opening of a conversation. “Did you ever
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hear about...” he began, leaning across the table and gesturing to the
empty seat. “No,” he said after a moment's pause. “You probably
know it already.” 

Colin Newton is a writer from Los Angeles whose fantastic fiction has appeared 
in or is upcoming at The Ignatian Literary Magazine, Maudlin House 
and The Fabulist Words & Art. In 2018 he was an artist-in-residence 

at Oregon State University's Shotpouch Cabin. He blogs about media, 
monsters and metaphysics at IdolsAndRealities.wordpress.com.
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DAWN
by Fabrice Poussin

Fabrice Poussin teaches French and English at Shorter University. Author of 
novels and poetry, his work has appeared in Kestrel, Symposium, The Chimes, 

and many other magazines. His photography has been published in 
The Front Porch Review, the San Pedro River Review 

as well as other publications. 
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THE DRAKE EQUATION
by Bradley Earle Hoge

I cannot stand in my front yard and see, 

as I peer towards downtown,

all of the street lights

and shop lights, headlights

and tail lights, spread out

in an arc of discrete points,

some nearby, some far away,

but all so relatively close they appear

to be equally distributed on the horizon.

But I can stare upwards

towards the Milky Way’s black hole center,

through the span of light years,

and see the disk of stars

between me and line of sight,

like a road upon which I have only to wander
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to search for neighbors

out on this same night.

To wave as I stroll by

and say “how are you?”

“How have you been?”

“Where are you going on such a fair night?”

And depending on the time of night

and the distance I can travel

before the sun rises,

and on how many neighbors 

leave their lights on

throughout the night

rather than turning them off,

and how many also cannot sleep

and are restless enough to wander out

in search of companionship

or friendly conversation,
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if I am also welcoming,

non-threatening, not seen as a child

running away from home

or lost and aimless, and afraid,

if all of these conditions are met,

then the odds of finding what I am looking for

might slightly exceed random walk—

directionless, unguided,

as likely to end in total darkness

as redemption. Opening

up the possibility of finding

a fellow wonderer

willing to help me find 

my way home.

Bradley Earle Hoge’s poetry appears in numerous anthologies and journals, 
most recently in Shanti Arts, Event Horizon, The Transnational , and Split Rock Review . 

His book Nebular Hypotheses was published by Cawing Crow Press in 2016. 
He has also published four chapbooks and was the 

Managing Editor for Dark Matter Journal .
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DISPLACED
by Alan Cohen

Refusing to compromise

Has made my words and ways eccentric:

Seem arguments, challenges, even threats

Blueprints for failure

To succeed one must cheat:

Copy or lie or surrender

Develop a second nature

Play dead

When man weighs man

More than water is displaced

Alan Cohen/Poet first/Then PCMD, teacher, manager/Living a full varied life/
To optimize time and influence/Deferred publication, wrote/Average 3 poems a month/

For 60 years/Beginning now to share some of my discoveries/
Married to Anita 40 years/in Eugene, OR these past 10
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THE LANGUAGE TREE
by George Moore

You were of some northern clan that hunted the seal in migration
and I sailed in a longship the Sea Stallion to Greenland

and you talked of the country found at the edge of sleep
where they name the shapes of things falling

and nothing was left but runes and they were incomplete
without the singing moments of their carving

I stopped to listen to the hubbub of names tossed up on the shore
and the wear of the names Angles and Saxons and Jutes and Danes

and you spoke of the struggle of the Celts to free themselves
from the Romans who had the answers

but that’s where the mother-tongue split in two 
and the seed gave birth to the rebels

and the sea gave birth to the creatures we called our neighbors
who spoke as we did but with faces turned away

George Moore has published poetry with Danse Macabre, Blast, Eclectica, Abandoned Towers, The
13th Warrior, and Astropoetics, as well as with Colorado Review, Poetry, and The North American
Review. His most recent collections are Children's Drawings of the Universe (Salmon Poetry 2015)

and Saint Agnes Outside the Walls (FurureCycle 2016). He has been a finalist for the Rhysling
Award, the National Poetry Series, and the Brittingham Poetry Award. 

He lives on the south shore of Nova Scotia.
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UNIVERSAL
by Mike Turner

We stand under the vault of the cosmos

Brilliant light from countless stars suffusing the ether around us

Whilst spinning away

Are spiraling, dusky arms of matter, anti-matter, dark matter

Coalescing to form galaxies, rogue stars, inert asteroids

Which themselves further coalesce into planetary systems

All a part of the “universe”

All a part of one

And like a droplet of water flung from the ocean’s wave

We exist both separate from, and as a part of

The universe which contains us

Our corporeal beings rooted to the rock we call “Earth”

Part of our solar system

Which in turn is part of the Milky Way Galaxy

Orbiting the center of all creation

Cogs in the Great Universal Machine

We close our eyes

And capture all universal existence in our minds

Is it real?

Or imagined?
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Is there really any distinction between the two?

Simply accept that the universe “is”

Both we within it

And it within each of us

Thence we may begin to dimly perceive

The Infinity

Which is One

And Universal

Mike Turner lives on the US Gulf Coast, where he pursues songwriting and poetry. His poems have
been published in numerous print and on-line journals including Red Planet Magazine.
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SINGING FOR THE QUIET
by Paige Elizabeth Wajda

we mimic what used to resonate

in the shadowless depths, strolling 

the crunchy, phosphorescent shores

we, faces of the 30th century,

slide around the tips of steeples

and wonder about the whales,

weighty as a well-worn bridge.

How have they slipped into the stars?

What mighty wings they must

have grown, in order to depart.

For surely man could not have hunted

the noble giant who sang

mooing melodies at bedtime.

For surely they could not have ruptured
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the flesh of his side, thick as rubber.

For surely it would have been as futile

as taking an axe to an armory, a straw to drink

the ocean, a solitary watt in a dark room.

Yet how did no one

notice their ascension? 

Paige Elizabeth Wajda is from California. She spent four years teaching English in Poland before
earning a Master’s in Creative Writing from the University of Edinburgh. Her work has recently
appeared in The Blue Nib, ROPES, Outposts of Beyond, and elsewhere. In April 2020 she was

awarded a "Keep Art Alive" grant from the California Desert Arts Council. Find her online at
paigeelizabethwords.wordpress.com.








